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BUSINESS GUIDE: 

MOVING INTO MEXICO 51 

Having defined overall business objectives and clarified why the firm needs a 
partner, the next step is to profile several different candidates, interview them and 
select the most suitable. The extent and nature of the firm's need to interact with 
a partner will be based on a number of factors including uncertainty in markets, 
technology, and resource supply, as well as the complexity of the tasks involved. 
The more a firm needs to interact with a partner, the more important it is to find 
one whose organization is complementary. This involve issues of size, 
organizational structure as well as management style, operating policies and 
philosophy. It is worth taking the time to find out if the firm can really work with a 
potential partner. 

IMPORTANT CRITERIA IN LOOKING FOR A PARTNER 
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Technical complementarity 

Ability to cooperate easily and 

effectively with the potential partner 

Complementarity of organizations 

Compatibility of objectives 

Trust 

This is the minimum criterion For selecting a partner. 

Otherwise, there will be substantial coordination and 

communications costs, as well as a high level of frustration. 

The manager will need to consider questions of relative size, 

financial capability, organizational structure, management style, 

operating policies, philosophy, etc. These are factors which 

otherwise could contribute to organizational clashes or culture 

shock For the businesses involved. 

Are the strategies and objectives of your firms compatible? The 

greater the divergence, the greater the risks of dissatisfaction and 

associated problems. 

Since today's partner may be tomorrow's competitor, the manager 

must consider, above all, the potential partner's commitment and 

trustworthiness. Exposing your strategy or technology to an 

unreliable partner could seriously erode your competitive 

advantage. It is easier to establish trust where there is mutual need 

and low risk of the partner becoming a competitor. 

Above all, the firm should look for partners possessing the resources and 
capabilities that it lacks on its own but which are necessary for achieving its 
strategic objectives. Unless there is clear complementarity, there is no point in 
spending the time and effort involved in partnering. 


